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 Background 

A new trend of extremely dangerous fire play is being circulated on social media sites such as 
Facebook and YouTube and is called The Fire Challenge.  
 
The Fire Challenge involves teenagers pouring a flammable liquid on their bare skin and igniting it 
while another teenager takes photos or videos the event. The photos and video are subsequently 
uploaded to the various social media sites. While this act is supposed to be humorous as onlookers 
and internet viewers watch the reaction from the person who is on fire, in reality many young people 
are suffering horrific burn injuries and two deaths have been reported so far.  
 
Several news stories regarding the practice report that when young survivors are interviewed, most say 
they didn’t give much thought to the possibility of being injured or killed and they didn’t realise the fire 
would be so intense. Most people are not aware how difficult is it to extinguish burning flammable 
liquids. 
 
Since many of these reported incidents involve the flammable liquid being poured on the chest, there is 
a high likelihood of victims suffering serious respiratory burns, in addition to the obvious external burns.  
 

 Hazards & Controls  

Parents, schools and any adults responsible for the care of children should be alert to this practice. 
Where the practice occurs or young people are aware of the trend, be confident to discuss the likely 
consequences of this action which include: 

o severe and painful burn injuries 
o life-time scarring on the body and face (as heat rises)    
o multiple surgeries as a young person grows since burn-damaged skin does not grow. 

 
If additional support is required, the Fire Service provides a free programme where especially trained 
firefighters will work with children and young people to address the dangers and consequences of fire. 
Phone  0800 347 346 e-mail FAIP@fire.org.nz or visit www.fire.org.nz/FAIP 
  

 Actions 

If you encounter someone on fire 
o lower the person to ground (prevent them running as this fans the flames) 
o extinguish with water or smother flames with clothing - preferably non synthetic 
o immediately apply cool water to affected area for up to 20 minutes.  If no water is 

available any cool clean fluid (beer, soft drink, etc.) can be used 
o If the patient is badly injured, or the burn is causing significant pain, or involves the 

eyes, or is larger than half the patient’s arm – call111 for an ambulance 
o See a doctor if the burn causes ongoing significant pain, or involves the face, hands, 

joints or genitals. 
 

 Note Refer to www.stjohn.org.nz/First-Aid/First-Aid-Library/Burns for more information 
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